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Abstract Virtualization is an essential technology in data centers allowing for a single
machine to be used for multiple applications or users. With memory virtualization, two
approaches, shadow paging (SP) and hardware-assisted paging (HAP), are taken by modern
virtual machine memory managers. Neither memory mode is always preferred; previous
studies have proposed to exploit the advantages of both modes by dynamically switching
between these two paging modes based on the on-the-fly system behavior. However, the
existing scheme makes the switching decision based on manual rules summarized for a
specific architecture. This paper employs a machine learning approach that learns a decision
model automatically and thus can adapt to different systems. Experimental results show
that the performance of our switching mechanism can match or outperform either SP or
HAP alone. Also, the results demonstrate that a machine learning-based decision model can
match the performance of the hand-tuned model. Moreover, we further show that different
hardware/software settings can affect on-the-fly system behavior and thus demand different
decision models. Our scheme yields two effective decision models on two different machines.
Additionally, transfer learning was used in order to efficiently train a model when faced with
a new hardware configuration with only a limited number of training samples from the new
machine.
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1 Introduction

Virtualization has become a key supporting technology for data centers in cloud computing
with its advantages in server consolidation, resource utilization and performance isolation.
A virtual machine monitor (VMM), such as XEN (Barham et al. 2003) and VMWare (Wald-
spurger 2002), manages the actual hardware while providing the guest operating systems
with an illusion of a physical machine, called virtual machine (VM). This additional layer
of abstraction often introduces performance overhead. One area causing the introduction
of significant overhead is memory virtualization. Two approaches, shadow paging (SP) and
hardware assistant paging (HAP), are taken by modern VMMs for memory virtualization.

It is easy to observe that an application can perform better in HAP mode than SP mode or
vice versa, depending upon its memory access behavior, specifically, the frequency of page
table updates and the page walks that result from translation lookaside buffer (TLB) misses.
Previous work proposes selective paging which dynamically switches between HAP and SP
based on application behavior (Wang et al. 2011). However, the decision model is hand-tuned
and only works for the specific architecture it is designed for.

In a data center environment, there are thousands of machines with a variety of hardware
and software configurations and myriad applications tasked to run in VMs. It is prohibitive
to collect training data and work out a decision model manually. We thus propose a machine
learning-based approach which can learn a decision model automatically. We validate our
approach by training and learning a decision model on two different architectures. The results
show that dynamic switching based on the automatically learned model can achieve the
performance of the hand-tuned model.

These models are effective when applied to new applications on the same physical machine
(source domain) but results are poor when applied to a new hardware configuration (target
domain). Individual models could be created for each hardware configuration, however, this
is time consuming with the collection of training data repeated for each machine. We use
transfer learning to expedite the learning process. The results show using knowledge (data
samples) from the source domain (Intel machine) and only limited training data collected
from the target domain (AMD machine) results in a more accurate model with fewer target
data samples needed for training.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly review virtualization,
specifically memory virtualization, and discuss related research on the improvement of HAP
mode as well as SP modes. We also give a brief introduction to support vector machines
(SVMs), the machine learning method used in the selective switching models, and transfer
learning. Section 3 describes our methodology to train a SVM-based decision model. Section
4 presents experiment results and analyses. Section 5 summarizes the paper and discusses
possible future research directions.

2 Background and related work

2.1 Virtualized machines

A VMM or hypervisor is a layer of software installed on a physical machine or a host
system, the native architecture/system, that provides an illusion of a physical machine by
abstracting a VM for each guest operating system (OS). A VM is transparent to the guest
OS and end users who think they are interacting with a physical machine. The concept of
virtualized systems dates back to the 1960s and has been revived with the popularity of cloud
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computing. When running a VMM as an additional layer coordinating the communication
between the guest operating system and physical hardware and managing system resources,
overheads are introduced, with a significant overhead stemming from memory virtualization.

In most of modern operating systems, virtual memory is supported so that the application
running above it perceives a contiguous, private memory space. A memory access in a user
application uses a virtual address which is translated to a physical address by the hardware
and operating system. The modern architecture, such as Intel, relies on the hardware memory
management unit to perform this translation which walks through the page tables (page walk)
managed by the operating system. Modern architectures also put in one or two levels of
hardware TLB to cache recent address translations. A TLB hit will yield a physical address
directly without expensive page walk.

In a virtualized system, the memory is also virtualized and thus the physical addresses are
no longer machine addresses. Now, there are three address spaces in a virtualized machine,
virtual addresses, guest physical addresses and machine addresses. The guest operating sys-
tem is responsible for the translation from virtual addresses to physical addresses, known as
v2p translation. The virtual machine monitor has to map physical addresses to actual machine
addresses, known as p2m translation. Several approaches have been proposed to assist this
two levels of address translation. In a para-virtualization system, the guest operating system
is updated to directly translate virtual addresses to machine addresses with the assistance of
the VMM. Para-virtualization requires modifying an OS and thus is typically not applicable
to a data center.

We focus on a full-virtualization system where the guest operating system is intact. A full-
virtualization system uses either (SP) or HAP for address translation as shown in Fig. 1 (Devin
et al. 1998). In SP mode, the guest operating system still maintains a page table that translates
virtual addresses to physical addresses. The VMM maintains a page table, called the shadow
page table, that translates virtual memory addresses directly to hardware addresses. Note
that a shadow page table has the same structure complexity as the guest page table and thus
the address translation cost remains unchanged compared to the native system. However, to
maintain the consistency between the guest page table and the shadow page table, whenever
there is a guest page table update, the VMM must perform a corresponding update in the
shadow page table which requires expensive context switch, called the exit, from the VM to
the VMM. To avoid this overhead, Intel (Gillespie 2009) introduced its HAP mode, which is
called extended page table (EPT). AMD also proposed a similar mechanism, called nested
page table (NPT) (Bhargava et al. 2008). NPT or EPT extends the guest page tables by
adding tables for physical to machine address mapping. Now, page table updates can be
applied without VM exits. However, the page walk in HAP mode is several times more
expensive than that of SP due to nested address translation.

2.2 Memory virtualization optimization techniques

There are several studies on the improvement of memory virtualization. Gillespie (2009) dis-
cussed the relationship and differences between SP and HAP without experimental compari-
son. He offered software vendors, enterprises, as well as individual users a general guideline
to determine which mode is better towards certain tasks. VMware, one of the major vir-
tualization software providers, published their performance study in 2008 on HAP and SP
and concluded that there is no absolute winner for both modes (VMware 2009). In the same
year, VMware also proposed to use super pages in a VM to reduce the TLB misses and
thus improve the performance of HAP mode (VMware 2008). Their results showed that,
with super pages, the L1 Data TLB misses can be significantly reduced, which results in a
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Fig. 1 Shadow paging versus hardware-assisted paging (EPT/NPT)

performance improvement of 8–10 %. However, they did not discuss how super pages can
affect the performance of SP mode which is more tolerant to TLB misses. Bhargava et al.
presented the detail implementation of AMD’s two dimensional (NPT) structure (Bhargava
et al. 2008). To reduce page walk penalty, they proposed to cache nested page translations.
Their method improved NPT by 3–7 %. Moreover, they also employed the idea of super
pages and achieved an improvement up to 22 %. The aforementioned studies suggest that
either SP or HAP has its advantages and disadvantages toward various applications. There-
fore, a few studies have proposed to select a more suitable mode when dealing with a specific
application. Adams et al. conducted an extensive study on software and hardware approaches
for x86 architecture virtualization (Adams and Agesen 2006). They showed that software-
based virtualization performs better than hardware-assisted virtualization when a workload
frequently performs I/O operations, processes creation and contexts switching, while, on the
other hand, hardware-assisted virtualization has an edge when a workload contains a large
number of system calls. Moreover, they suggested that TLB miss and page fault counts can
be used as a criterion to quantify the workload behavior. Following this direction, Wang et
al. proposed a dynamic paging switching mechanism by monitoring TLB misses and page
fault counts and some other runtime system data (Wang et al. 2011). They proposed a hand-
tuned decision model based on manual analyses of the behavior of SPEC CPU2006 Integer
benchmarks (SPEC 2006). Independently, Bae et al. proposed a similar dynamic switching
mechanism (Bae et al. 2011) that runs on a different hypervisor. Both studies have demon-
strated that adaptive paging is promising given that different workloads may exhibit different
system behavior. However, their decision models are generalized by hand that require heavy
human labor. The models are subjective and specific to a system for which they are designed.
This paper employs machine learning approaches to learn an adaptive switching model.

2.3 Support vector machines

SVMs have been widely used since being introduced by Vapnik and his colleagues (1992,
1995). For binary classification, a SVM tries to find a hyper-plane that separates the two
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classes so that the margin defined by the distance between hyper-plane and closest point (min)
from both classes is maximized (max). The SVM decision function and hyper-plane will be
used interchangeably in this paper. SVMs have been successfully employed for various real
world applications (Joachims 1998, 2002; Guyon et al. 2002; Collobert and Bengio 2001).
However, the application of SVM in system research is very limited. One notable study is
by Liao et al. who developed a tuning framework for dynamical configuring the hardware
prefetcher in a data center environment based on a SVM model (Liao et al. 2009). A short
review of the soft-margin SVM follows.

Let there be l sample points of the form (xi , yi ). We call xi , which has d dimensions,
xi ∈ Rd , the features of the sample point and yi ∈ {−1, 1}, the label of the sample point.
The linear decision surface (hyper-plane) generated from this training set can be defined as
f (x) = sign(w · x + b). Assume a Mercer kernel is available, K (x, x′) = �(x) · �(x′) for
x, x′ ∈ Rd . Then, the weight vector w and offset b of the decision function are found by
solving the following constrained optimization problem:

min
w,b,ξ

1

2
||w||22 + C

l∑

k=1

ξk, (1)

subject to the constraints yk(w · �(xk) + b) ≥ 1 − ξk and ξk ≥ 0 for k = 1, . . . , l.

2.4 Transfer learning

Transfer learning has been applied in many domains such as document/sentiment classifica-
tion (Dai et al. 2007; Blitzer et al. 2007), video concept detection (Jiang et al. 2008; Duan et
al. 2009), NLP domain adaption (Jiang and Zhai 2007; Dai et al. 2007) and WiFi localiza-
tion (Pan et al. 2007, 2008; Zheng et al. 2008). We formalize the transfer learning processes as
follows using the notation of Pan and Yang (2010). A domain,D, is defined as a pair consisting
of a feature space X and a marginal probability distribution P(X), where X = {x1, . . . , xn}
with xi ∈ X . A task T also has two components, a label space Y and a function f : X → Y .
In traditional machine learning, a task is to be learned for a given domain, that is to learn
the best estimate f̂ : X → Y from the training data D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} where
xi ∈ X , yi ∈ Y . Different types of supervised learning problems result from changes to the
label space: binary classification: Y = {+1,−1}, multi-class classification Y = {1, . . . , L},
or regression Y ∈ R.

Within transfer learning, let us define a source domain DS = {XS, PS(X)}, source task
TS = {YS, fS}, and source training data DS . Also, let us define a target domain DT =
{XT , PT (X)}, target task TT ∈ {YT , fT }, and target training data DT . The goal of transfer
learning is to improve the learning of the target function fT by using knowledge from the
source domain, where DS �= DT or TS �= TT . Transfer learning can be generalized to cases
with multiple sources or targets. If there is no difference between the source and target
domains, DS = DT and TS = TT , the problem becomes a traditional inductive learning
problem.

In inductive transfer learning, the inductive bias of the target task is affected by knowledge
of the source task. The transfer learning methods can be characterized by what and how the
knowledge is transferred. There are four main categories of approaches: (i) instance-based
approaches, which reuse parts of the data from the source domain in the target domain (Dai
et al. 2007; Yao and Doretto 2010); (ii) feature-representation-transfer approaches, where
feature representations are identified to improve model performance (Dai et al. 2008), (iii)
parameter-transfer approaches, which share parameters and prior distributions of the models
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of the source and target (Bonilla et al. 2008; Yao and Doretto 2010), and (iv) relational-
knowledge-transfer approaches, where similar relationships exist across source and target
domains.

We use an instance-based transfer learning method TrAdaBoost (Dai et al. 2007). TrAd-
aBoost is short for Transfer learning Adaptive Boosting. Freund and Schapire (1997) pro-
posed that one can adaptively update the weight of misclassified training samples iteratively
to improve a weak learner’s model performance. Dai et al. (2007) extended this idea to TrAd-
aBoost, a boosting-based algorithm allowing the user to utilize a small amount of the target
domain training data to leverage the source domain data to construct a high-quality model.

The TrAdaBoost method considers learning in the following situation, the training data set,
T consisting of labeled training data from the source, TS , and target domains, TT , with nS and
nT samples respectively. Additional test data consists of unlabeled data from the target domain
TeT . Initially, the weight of each training sample is set to 1,w1 = (w1

1, w
1
2, . . . , w

1
nS+nT ). The

weight of each data point is updated iteratively by examining if its corresponding training
point is misclassified. Since the training samples are from both source domain and target
domain, we update the weights in two ways depending on domain information. The weights
of misclassified points from target domain grow larger and contribute more to the creation
of SVM model. Eventually, the model accuracy improves and converges as the weights of
such training points converge. The TrAdaBoost methods is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 TrAdaBoost Method
procedure TrAdaBoost(TS , TT , TeT , N )

Inputs: TS , nS source labeled training samples, TT , nT target labeled training samples
T eT , unlabeled target test samples, N , number of iterations

% Initialize weight vector,
w1 = (w1

1, w1
2, . . . , w1

nS+nT
)

for t = 1, . . . , N do

1. Let pt = wt/(
∑nS+nT

i=1 wt
i )

2. Train SVM model on T = TS ∪ TT and weights pt , to get the model ft (x)

3. Calculate the error of ft on TT , εt =
nS+nT∑

i=nS+1

wt
i | ft (xi ) − yi |
∑nS+nT

i=nS+1 wt
i

4. Set βt = εt/(1 − εt ) and β = 1/(1 + √
2 ln nS/N )

5. Update the weight vector, wt+1
i =

{
wt
i β

| ft (xi )−yi |, 1 ≤ i ≤ nS
wt
i β

−| ft (xi )−yi |
t , nS + 1 ≤ i ≤ nS + nT

end for

return model, f f =
{

1,
∏N

t=	N/2
 β
− ft (x)
t ≥ ∏N

t=	N/2
 β
− 1

2
t

0, otherwise
end procedure

3 SVM-based decision model

As discussed in Sect. 2.1, the choice between HAP and SP is dependent upon the program
runtime behavior, specifically, the frequencies of page walks and page table updates. Based
on this observation, we train a decision model off-line to help the hypervisor make dynamic
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Fig. 2 Phasing behavior of TLB misses on (a) mcf and (b) milc SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks

mode switching decisions based on runtime application behavior. This section details our
approach on training data collection, labeling, SVM-based model generation, and validation
analyses on the generated models.

3.1 Data collection

Note that the frequency of page walks is determined by the frequency of TLB misses and the
page table updates are closely correlated to the frequency of page faults. The previous manual
decision model by Wang et al. relies on TLB miss count, page fault count, and number of
instructions executed in a fixed time interval (Wang et al. 2011). They experimented with a
time interval of 2, 5 or 10 s and showed that a 5-s interval performs the best. Since a data point
was collected every several seconds and a program usually runs in thousands of seconds or
more, thousands of sample points were collected. They scanned through these data points
for a set of benchmarks and summarizes a decision tree-like model. This process is tedious
even it is just for one system. For a different system, the whole process needs to be repeated.

We automate this process based on a phase-based training data collection and use an SVM
to automatically generate a decision model. Note, most applications demonstrate phasing
behavior: the application repeats its behavior during execution (Shen et al. 2004; Sherwood
et al. 2001, 2003). Figure 2 shows the TLB miss count at every two second interval versus time
for mcf, a SPEC CPU2006 integer (INT) program, and milc, a SPEC CPU2006 floating
point (FP) program (SPEC 2006). Taking mcf for example, the program demonstrates four
phases: A, B, C and D with the rest of the program merely repeating this pattern. For SPEC
CPU2006 integer type programs, 11 out of 12 programs exhibit obvious phasing behavior.
Most of the SPEC CPU2006 FP programs perform well-structured scientific computing;
therefore, they also show phasing behavior. Phase detection can be automated either online
or off-line (Shen et al. 2004; Sherwood et al. 2001, 2003; Zhao et al. 2011). We collect
training data on the 12 SPEC CPU2006 integer programs. The training data samples are
labeled based on the execution time of a phase in HAP mode versus SP mode. For each
hardware configuration, a training set was collected running in each mode. There are about
five phases in each program resulting in 60–67 training data samples (variation is dependent
on the hardware). Each program usually runs in several hundred seconds and the total time
for collecting the training data over all the benchmarks is greater than 24 hours.
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In addition to the data collected running in only SP or HAP mode, we generate two data
sets to model HAP to SP switching and SP to HAP switching. The way to collect these two
training sets are similar. Take HAP to SP switching as an example. We start a program in
HAP mode. Given the transition point of each phase, we trigger a switch from HAP to SP
mode when the program enters the phase. We then keep the program running in SP mode for
the same as time span of the phase when in HAP mode, and then switch back to HAP mode.
For example, let the program have 5 phases: A, B, C, D and E. We record the running time of
this program running under HAP only mode. Then we conduct a mode switch, running one
phase A in SP mode and all others including repeated A’s in HAP mode and record the run
time. The two runs are compared to determine the training sample label. The same method
should be applied to B, C, D and E, respectively. Therefore, five sample points and their
corresponding labels can be collected.

For labeling a sample point, we take two different approaches. For the first approach, if
the mode switching helps a program run in less time, we assign the data point a label +1
indicating a mode switch should be made. Otherwise, a “no switch” label −1 is given. We call
this approach time-gain labeling. For the second approach, we compute the ratio between the
time that is saved due to switching into a different mode and the time spent in the new mode.
For example, if a program runs 400 s in HAP only mode. We conduct a mode switching from
HAP to SP and runs under SP for 100 s, then switch back to HAP and the total run time
becomes 330 s. Compared to HAP only mode, 70 s is saved and 70 over 100 is 0.7. We set the
threshold to 0.05, above which a “switch” label is used; conceptually, this can be thought of
as only switching if at least a 5 % gain in performance is found in the phase. This approach
is called time-gain-ratio labeling.

3.2 SVM parameter selection and feature selection

The features we collect as the input for SVM include TLB miss count and page fault count,
the number of instructions retired, and historical data such as average TLB miss and page
fault count in the past three intervals. A cross-validation procedure is used to select which
combination of features, labeling methods, and SVM parameters lead to a model with the best
generalization performance (a grid search procedure is performed (Chang and Lin 2011)).

We perform the training on one Intel core i5 machine, one Intel core i7 machine and one
AMD machine, whose configurations are listed in Table 1. The number of training samples
are 66, 67, and 60 for the i5, i7, and AMD machines respectively. The following subsets of
features were considered:

Table 1 Hardware configurations

Hardware configuration Intel i5 760 processor Intel i7 920 processor AMD A8-3850 processor

CPU clock (GHz) 2.8 2.67 2.9

Cores per CPU 4 4 4

L1 DTLB entries 64 64 48

L2 DTL B entries 512 512 1,024

L1 Cache size (KB) 64 128 256

L2 Cache size (KB) 512 1,024 4,096

L3 Cache size (KB) 8,192 8,192 None

Memory size for DOM0 (GB) 0.8 4 4

Memory size for DOMU (GB) 3 4 4
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Table 2 Performance of models across sets of features, labeling methods, and SVM parameters

HW Feat. linear d2poly d3poly

Sen% Spec% AUC Sen% Spec% AUC Sen% Spec% AUC

Time-gain i5 tp 48.0 90.0 69.0 28.0 96.7 62.3 80.0 86.7 83.3

rtp 28.0 100.0 64.0 28.0 96.7 62.3 64.0 90.0 77.0

ratp 32.0 100.0 66.0 32.0 96.7 64.3 32.0 100.0 66.0

i7 tp 79.4 97.0 88.2 82.4 97.0 89.7 97.1 97.0 97.0

rtp 64.7 100.0 82.4 76.5 97.0 86.7 79.4 97.0 88.2

ratp 64.7 100.0 82.4 82.4 90.9 86.6 79.4 97.0 88.2

Time-gain-ratio i5 tp 81.5 100.0 90.7 81.5 97.4 89.5 92.6 94.9 93.7

i7 tp 86.5 100.0 93.2 100.0 96.0 98.0 100.0 98.0 99.0

amd tp 100.0 100.0 100.0 93.1 93.0 91.7 96.6 100.0 98.3

amd rtp 93.1 93.5 93.3 93.1 96.8 95.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

amd ratp 93.1 96.8 94.9 96.6 96.8 96.7 89.7 96.8 93.2

tp - TLB misses and page faults,
rtp - instruction retired to scale TLB misses and page faults,
ratp - instruction retired to scale TLB misses and page faults, and average TLB misses
and page fault of the last three intervals.

The performance of various models estimated from 5-fold cross validation using the best
SVM parameters are shown in Table 2. The sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spec), and area
under the ROC curve (AUC) are reported for the best model found using a linear (linear),
polynomial kernel of degree 2 (d2poly), and polynomial kernel of degree 3 (d3poly).

First, the best combination of features (Feat.) was considered using the time-gain labeling
method on the i5 and i7 machines (top rows of Table 2). The simplest feature combination
of TLB miss and page fault counts, tp, results in the models with the best performance in
terms of AUC for all kernel choices on both the i5 and i7 machine, except that the degree
2 polynomial kernel on the i5 machine where including the number of instruction retired
and historical data (ratp) improves performance. In general, using the number of instruction
retired and historical data does not result in significantly better performing models at the
added cost of higher computational complexity and runtime monitoring overhead, therefore
the feature set tp TLB miss and page fault was selected.

Next, the time-gain-ratio labeling method was compared to the results above. The perfor-
mance of the time-gain-ratio model is much better than the time-gain model. Therefore, all
future results will use tp feature set with time-gain-ratio labeling.

3.3 Implementation of SVM model

Once the decision model has been learned, then the model must be embedded into the
dynamic switching system in such a way as to minimize additional overhead. As described
in Sect. 2.3, SVM implicitly maps raw data points from a lower dimensional space to a
higher dimensional space by using kernel function. The equation of the SVM hyper-plane
is f (x) = w · �(x) + b, and the SVM decision function is a sign function of f (x). We can
calculate f (x) and embed it into the VMM and feed the on-the-fly data into the formula to
make decision, where w = ∑

s αs ys�(xs), xs are support vectors, and αs are corresponding
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Lagrange multipliers. If linear function is selected as the kernel function, data points need not
to be mapped into a higher dimension space thus the above formula become w = ∑

s αs ysxs .
Likewise, if a degree 2 or degree 3 polynomial kernel is selected, we can also compute

parameters corresponding to each feature or parameters for the combination of features
(monomials) (Brown et al. 2012). For example, assume we have a kernel function mapping:

� : R2 → R3 : (x1, x2) �−→ (z1, z2, z3) := (x2
1 ,

√
2x1x2, x

2
2 ). (2)

So long as we have this prior knowledge about the kernel function mapping, we can
easily compute the values such as square of feature and inner product of multiple features
(the standard heterogeneous polynomial kernel and mapping is considered). Then, we can
compute the normal of the hyper-plane w as discussed before. The decision functions using
linear SVM model, degree 2 polynomial SVM model and degree 3 polynomial SVM model
for the Intel i7 machine are as follows, where T and P are normalized TLB miss count and
page fault count, respectively.
Linear SVM formula:

7.11T − 29.95P − 24.70 = 0

Degree 2 polynomial SVM formula:

9.43×102T − 1.45×103P − 6.13×10−5TP − 9.75×10−5T2

+ 2.19×10−2P2 + 5720 = 0

Degree 3 polynomial SVM formula:

1.51×10−4T − 1.11×10−4P − 4.80×10−5T2 + 2.22×10−4P2 − 1.03×10−4TP

+ 3.21×10−5T3 − 1.91×10−4P3 − 3.72×10−6TP2

− 6.03×10−6T2P − 49.0 = 0

By examining the formulas of these models, the degree 2 and degree 3 polynomial formulas
have more terms, need more calculations, and thus require more execution cycles for runtime
decision. Moreover, based on the results in Table 2, the higher degree formulas do not bring
a significant improvement on model accuracy. Considering runtime efficiency, we select the
linear SVM model as the decision function of our dynamic switching mechanism.

While examining the distribution of our training data, we notice that some of the data
points that are close to the decision line can trigger a mode transition but the switching will
not bring a significant improvement with respect to the overall program running time. In
addition, mode switching will result in a slight, though often negligible, runtime overhead.
To avoid unnecessary switching, we introduce a grey-area threshold: if a data point is located
inside the grey area, e.g., close to the decision line, we do not perform mode switching. We
calculate the distance between a sample point and the linear function and set a threshold for
the distance. The value of grey-area threshold is determined empirically. The experimental
results are discussed in Sect. 4.1.4.

All the input training data are scaled to [−1, 1] before passed to the SVM model. The
scaling formulas are as follows:

T ′ = −1 + 2 × T − Tmin

Tmax − Tmin

P ′ = −1 + 2 × P

Pmax
,

(3)
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where T ′ and P ′ are scaled TLB miss count and page fault count, respectively, T and P are
original TLB miss and page fault counts, and Tmax and Tmin are the maximum and minimum
TLB miss values among all training sets. Finally, we encode the SVM formula in the XEN
hypervisor (Barham et al. 2003). However, XEN does not support FP calculation in its kernel.
Therefore, we transform the equation and amplify the parameters of the SVM model to make
all parameters and calculations integer.

4 Experimental results and analyses

4.1 SVM-based selective switching

In order to validate the effectiveness of our SVM models, we implement the linear model in the
XEN hypervisor and use it in online dynamic switching. When a VM is running, we monitor
page faults and TLB misses on the fly and feed them into the SVM model. The hypervisor
conducts mode switching if the model suggests so. We conduct several experiments under
different architectures, different hardware settings, as well as different benchmark programs.
The hardware configurations are shown in Table 1.

For the base experiment, we compare our automated SVM model with the hand-tuned
manual model. We run experiments on the Intel i5 processor. We set 800 MB of memory
for domain0 and 3GB for domainU. We pin only one core to domainU. The host operation
system is CentOS 5.4 with Linux kernel 2.6.18. The guest operating system runs CentOS
5.4 with 32-bit Linux kernel 2.6.18. We imported the manual switching model by Wang et
al. (2011) which is designed for a similar system. Both models make their own switching
decision every 5 s. We run SPEC CPU2006 Integer programs which are also used to train the
models.

We compare the manual model (manual-ASP), our SVM-based mode (SVM-ASP) with
HAP-only or SP-only mode. Each benchmark is run five times and the mean running time
is reported in in Table 3. Figure 3 shows the execution times normalized to the HAP-only
mode with 95 % confidence intervals. For many of the benchmarks, the execution time of

Table 3 Intel i5 32-bit SPEC CPU2006 INT average execution times

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) manual-ASP (s) SVM-ASP (s)

astar 670.6 654.0 655.6 654.4

bzip2 869.6 911.0 872.4 871.2

gcc 413.2 597.8 420.8 413.8

gobmk 642.0 640.6 640.6 641.6

hmmer 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0

h264re f 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0

libquantum 828.8 826.4 826.6 825.4

mcf 384.6 338.6 341.4 339.6

omnetpp 389.2 381.6 383.6 382.2

perlbench 493.0 495.0 493.0 492.6

s jeng 733.4 730.0 730.6 730.0

xalancbmk 346.0 340.2 342.2 341.0
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Fig. 3 Intel i5 32-bit SPEC CPU2006 INT normalized execution times

Table 4 Intel i5 64-bit SPEC CPU2006 INT average execution times under different guest OS

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) manual-ASP (s) SVM-ASP (s)

astar 628.0 603.0 607.0 605.0

bzip2 694.2 690.0 692.2 690.4

gcc 400.0 400.0 400.0 400.0

gobmk 580.6 577.4 575.4 577.0

hmmer 966.0 966.0 966.0 966.0

h264re f 799.0 799.0 799.0 799.0

libquantum 667.0 665.0 666.0 667.0

mcf 540.4 432.6 436.2 432.6

omnetpp 402.0 381.8 384.0 383.4

perlbench 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0

s jeng 667.2 661.2 661.0 661.0

xalancbmk 305.4 290.2 295.4 292.6

HAP and SP are similar. The most notable perform differences are a +40 % for gcc with SP
and −15 % for mcf with all non-HAP modes. There are around 5 % differences for several
other benchmarks. Both manual-ASP and SVM-ASP are able to match or even outperform
the performance of HAP or SP. The mean time of SVM-ASP is even slightly lower than that
of manual-ASP, which demonstrates that the automated model can perform as well as the
manual model. To further validate the models, we apply them for a different guest OS, a
different set of benchmarks, and a different hardware machine.

4.1.1 Verification with different guest OS

We use the same settings except that the guest operating system is CentOS 5.4 with 64-bit
Linux kernel 2.6.18. We also use the same linear equations for adaptive switching. Table 4
show the results. Note, when running under 64-bit guest operating system, SP always outper-
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Table 5 Intel i5 32-bit SPEC CPU2006 FP average execution times

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) manual-ASP (s) SVM-ASP (s)

bwaves 779.4 808.2 782.4 779.6

milc 538.4 750.0 538.8 539.0

zeusmp 849.0 829.0 829.0 829.0

cactus ADM 1,590.0 1,380.0 1,380.0 1,380.0

leslie3d 899.6 910.6 900.0 899.6

deal I I 611.6 626.6 613.2 611.6

soplex 361.6 378.2 364.0 361.0

GemsFDT D 852.6 875.0 853.4 852.3

tonto 950.4 1,140.0 950.6 950.3

lbm 409.0 408.0 408.0 409.0

wr f 1,160.0 1,330.0 1,160.0 1,160.0

sphinx3 722.4 712.6 713.0 712.6

gamess 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0

gromacs 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0

Named 644.0 644.0 644.0 644.0

Calculi x 1,770.0 1,800.0 1,770.0 1,770.0

forms HAP. Manual-ASP and SVM-based ASP are able to make right decisions by switching
to SP immediately. The results also show that we do not need retrain the models if the guest
operating system changes.

4.1.2 Verification with different benchmarks (Testing Set)

We now switch back to the base setting but running a different set of benchmarks. We run
SPEC CPU2006 FP benchmarks. The experiment results are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 4.
Note that the models are trained based on the SPEC CPU2006 integer programs. Therefore,
these floating point programs are regarded as an completely unseen testing set to the SVM
models and the manual model. Both selective switching models match the best of the HAP
or SP mode results. And for certain benchmark program, SVM-ASP performs slightly better
than Manual-ASP, such as bwaves, dealII, soplex. SVM-ASP models are able to pick
up the significant performance gaps for milc, tonto, wrf, and cactusADM. The results
suggest that the SVM-based adaptive switching mechanism works for different workloads
and has good generalization ability.

4.1.3 Verification with different switching intervals

In our previous experiments, we set the switching interval to 5 s. Wang et al. (2011) propose
that a 5-s interval is appropriate for triggering next decision. In order to verify if 5 s is most
suitable for the SVM-ASP mechanism, we test our model using different decision intervals,
so as to trigger the decision mechanism for every 2, 5, and 10 s. As shown in Fig. 5 and
Table 6, with a 5-s interval, SVM-ASP has a clear edge over that with a 10-s interval in a few
benchmarks, namely astar, bzip2, gcc, omnetpp, perlbench and xanlancbmk.
The gap between the 2-s interval and the 5-s interval is less significant. However, bothgcc and
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Fig. 4 Intel i5 32-bit SPEC CPU2006 FP normalized execution times
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Fig. 5 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 INT normalized execution times with different switching intervals

perlbench are in favor of the 5-s interval. We observe a similar trend in the FP programs
as shown in Fig. 6 and Table 7. Our results are therefore consistent with the observation by
Wang et al. (2011).

4.1.4 Impact of different grey area thresholds

The linear SVM model helps determine when to perform mode switching. However, the
model itself does not consider the runtime switching cost. After we obtain the linear SVM
model, we calculate the distance between the decision line and each of the training data
points. We observe that more than half of the training samples are located near the decision
line within a range from 0 to 0.2. When a sample point is too close to the decision line,
it might not be profitable to perform mode switching indicated. We introduce a grey area
threshold to consider this overhead as discussed in Sect. 3.3. In our experiments, we set up
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Table 6 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 INT execution times with different switching intervals

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) SVM-ASP switch interval (s)

2 s 5 s 10 s

astar 670.6 654.0 654.3 654.4 658.6

bzip2 869.6 911.0 869.3 871.2 875.0

gcc 413.2 597.8 416.3 413.8 424.0

gobmk 642.0 640.6 640.3 641.6 641.0

hmmer 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0

h264re f 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0

libquantum 828.8 826.4 826.6 825.4 828.3

mcf 384.6 338.6 338.3 339.6 341.3

omnetpp 389.2 381.6 381.6 382.2 388.0

perlbench 493.0 495.0 495.3 492.6 496.0

s jeng 733.4 730.0 731.6 730.0 732.6

xalancbmk 346.0 340.2 341.3 341.0 345.0
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Fig. 6 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 FP normalized execution times with different switching intervals

a threshold from 0, which means no constraint, to 0.2. The smaller this threshold value is,
the more closely the SVM model is followed. A right choice of the threshold is a balance
between the overhead of mode switching and the performance improvement gained through
running the program under a superior mode. With a threshold beyond 0.2, the SVM model
cannot efficiently make decision for most cases.

As can be seen in Fig. 7 and Table 8, a threshold of 0.2 will degrade the performance of
astar, omnetpp, sjeng, and xalancbmk among the SPEC INT programs with a small
percentage when compared to no threshold. These programs run faster under SP mode and
have large TLB misses values and small page fault values. However, these data points are
located near the decision line within 0.2. A threshold of 0.1 is comparable to no threshold
with a slight gain in gcc, libquantum, and mcf. A similar trend in behavior is confirmed
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Table 7 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 FP execution times with different switching intervals

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) SVM-ASP switch interval (s)

2 s 5 s 10 s

bwave 779.4 808.2 780.3 779.6 780.0

milc 538.4 750.0 539.6 539.0 549.6

zeusmp 849.0 829.0 829.0 829.0 830.6

cactus ADM 1,590.0 1,380.0 1,380.0 1,380.0 1,382.3

leslie3d 899.6 910.6 900.6 899.6 899.3

deal I I 611.6 626.6 612.0 611.6 611.6

soplex 361.6 378.2 361.3 361.0 361.0

GemsFDT D 852.6 875.0 852.3 852.3 859.3

tonto 950.4 1,140.0 950.6 950.3 950.3

lbm 409.0 408.0 409.0 409.0 409.0

wr f 1,160.0 1,330.0 1,160.0 1,160.0 1,160.0

sphinx3 722.4 712.6 713.6 712.6 712.6

gamess 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0

gromacs 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0

Named 644.0 644.0 644.0 644.0 644.0

Calculi x 1,770.0 1,800.0 1,770.0 1,770.0 1,770.0
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Fig. 7 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 INT normalized execution times with different grey-area thresholds

on the FP programs as show in Fig. 8 and Table 9. We thus choose 0.1 as the grey area
threshold.

4.1.5 Verification with different hardware configuration

We further conduct experiments using a different desktop computer, an Intel i7 machine
configured as in Table 1. We allocate 4 GB of memory to domain0 and 4 GB for domainU.
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Table 8 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 INT execution time with different grey-area thresholds

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) Threshold (s)

0 0.1 0.2

astar 670.6 654.0 654.3 654.4 658.3

bzip2 869.6 911.0 870.3 871.2 870.3

gcc 413.2 597.8 421.3 413.8 421.3

gobmk 642.0 640.6 641.3 641.6 640.0

hmmer 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0 1,250.0

h264re f 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0 1,050.0

libquantum 828.8 826.4 827.0 825.4 828

mcf 384.6 338.6 341.3 339.6 339.3

omnetpp 389.2 381.6 382.3 382.2 389.6

perlbench 493.0 495.0 493.0 492.6 493.0

s jeng 733.4 730.0 730.6 730.0 733.6

xalancbmk 346.0 340.2 341.3 341.0 344.6
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Fig. 8 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 FP normalized execution times with different thresholds

The host OS and the guest OS are the same as the base setting. Using the i5 model on the i7
machine, the experiment results are shown in Table 10 and Fig. 9.

The Intel i5 and i7 have similar hardware configuration. As can be seen from Table 10
and Fig. 9, SVM-ASP performs well in a machine with similar hardware setting. Intel i7
CPU frequency is 2.67 GHz while Intel i5 CPU frequency is 2.8 GHz. The data TLB sizes
are the same for both chips. Though we sampled and trained a SVM model independently
for the two machines, either model can be applied to both machines with almost the same
performance.

Based on the above experiments, we can conclude that a model trained on one machine
can be used in the same machine for different guest systems and different benchmarks. It
can also be used in a different machine with similar architecture and hardware configuration.
Now the question is if the model can be used for a different hardware architecture. We pick
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Table 9 Intel i5 SPEC CPU2006 FP execution time with different grey-area thresholds

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) Threshold (s)

0 0.1 0.2

bwaves 779.4 808.2 780.3 779.6 780.0

milc 538.4 750.0 540.6 539.0 539.3

zeusmp 849.0 829.0 829.0 829.0 829.6

cactus ADM 1,590.0 1,380.0 1,380.0 1,380.0 1,380.0

leslie3d 899.6 910.6 899.6 899.6 900.0

deal I I 611.6 626.6 615.6 611.6 611.6

soplex 361.6 378.2 361.3 361.0 362.0

GemsFDT D 852.6 875.0 853.0 852.3 852.6

tonto 950.4 1,140.0 952.6 950.3 950.6

lbm 409.0 408.0 409.6 409.0 408.6

wr f 1,160.0 1,330.0 1,160.0 1,160.0 1,160.0

sphinx3 722.4 712.6 713.0 712.6 721.6

gamess 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0 1,440.0

gromacs 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0 1,060.0

Namd 644.0 644.0 644.0 644.0 644.0

Calculi x 1,770.0 1,800.0 1,770.0 1,770.0 1,770.0

Table 10 Intel i7 SPEC CPU2006 INT execution times with i5 model

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) manual-ASP (s) SVM-ASP (s)

astar 647.4 631.4 640.6 632

bzip2 842.4 847.4 846.2 844.6

gcc 428.2 609.0 424.4 424.4

gobmk 652.0 651.4 652.0 652.0

hmmer 1,260.0 1,260.0 1,260.0 1,260.0

h264re f 1,044.0 1,040.0 1,046.0 1,042.0

libquantum 869.8 869.0 868.6 870.0

mcf 399.0 352.6 351.0 350.6

omnetpp 404.0 394.8 399.0 396.4

perlbench 500.8 502.2 500.8 500.4

s jeng 753.2 750.0 749.8 751.4

xalancbmk 362.6 358.0 359.8 359.0

the AMD machine as listed in Table 1 for the next set of experiments. The AMD processor
and the two Intel processors have different hardware architectures and AMD has its own
HAP support (called NPT) rather than Intel’s EPT. Moreover, the Level 2 data TLB size
of the AMD processor is twice as the Intel machines. The TLB miss count is much lower
for most of benchmarks in the AMD machine. When directly applying the model obtained
from the Intel machines, we observe that the execution time of manual-ASP or SVM-ASP is
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Fig. 9 Intel i7 SPEC CPU2006 INT normalized execution times with i5 model

Table 11 AMD SPEC CPU2006 INT execution times with i5 model and AMD model

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) i5 SVM-ASP (s) AMD SVM-ASP (s)

astar 832.0 798.0 810.0 797.6

bzip2 1,070.0 1,090.0 1,070.0 1,070.0

gcc 618.6 821.4 621.0 619.6

gobmk 651.0 650.2 650.6 651.0

hmmer 980.8 980.4 980.6 980.3

h264re f 1,142.0 1,142.0 1,142.0 1,142.0

libquantum 1,192.0 1,192.0 1,192.0 1,192.0

mcf 811.4 763.8 811.6 764.0

omnetpp 640.8 627.4 640.3 623.6

perlbench 523.0 531.6 523.3 523.6

s jeng 826.0 828.2 826.3 826.0

xalancbmk 532.0 524.0 531.6 524.0

sometimes in-between the execution time of HAP and SP only mode and often close to the
slower one as shown in Table 11 and Fig. 10.

To obtain an accurate model for the AMD machine, a new training set was obtained
for a new SVM model. Table 11 and Fig. 10 shows that the new model is able to always
match the better performance of HAP and SP, which suggests that our current SVM-based
approach works for a new architecture but it requires retraining the model. Repeating the data
collection and training process is time consuming and even impractical for machines with
different hardware configuration in a data center environment. In this study, it takes over a
day each to generate the training set for the Intel and AMD machines. Therefore, with all the
information acquired from the original machine, we employ a transfer learning method to see
if we can shorten the profiling process whenever we need to deploy the switching mechanism
to a new machine with different hardware settings. The experiment results are discussed in
the following section.
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Fig. 10 AMD SPEC CPU2006 INT normalized execution times with Intel i5 model and AMD model

4.2 Transfer learning

Traditional machine learning makes an assumption that training data and testing data are of
the same distribution. However, this assumption does not hold for the models across different
machines. As can be seen from the experiments in Sect. 4.1.5, one cannot simply apply a model
trained from one machine to another one with a different hardware configuration. The solution
we have discussed requires to repeat the training process on a new architecture. Although
it is a significant improvement over the previous solution that is based on a manual model,
the profiling time can still be prohibitive for a data center. This section explores transfer
learning techniques to minimize the training time for a new machine while maintaining
a high prediction accuracy for the predictive model. As shown in Table 1, the hardware
configurations are different between the Intel i5 and AMD A8-3850 machines. We use the
Intel i5 data as the source training samples and select a subset of the AMD data as the target
training set and the rest of the AMD data is treated as the target testing set. Since the data
from source and target domain are of different distribution, we need to scale the data first.
We adapt two scaling schemes as listed below.

– Scale together.We randomly pick a subset of AMD raw data, combine them with the Intel
raw data, and then apply scaling to generate the training set. We record the parameters,
such as the upper bound and lower bound of the features and use them to scale the rest
of AMD data.

– Scale separately. Pick a subset of AMD raw data, then scale them and record the scaling
parameters. Scale the Intel raw data independently and combine the scaled AMD data
and scaled Intel data together to form the training set. At last, use the AMD scaling
parameters to scale the rest of AMD raw data as the testing set.

We conduct three groups of experiments. First, we investigate the number of samples nec-
essary to train a new SVM model in the target domain. We randomly pick 4, 6, 8, 10 AMD
data samples respectively to form a training data set then construct a SVM model. To be
more specific, for each subset of different size, we randomly pick the given number of data
samples, making sure that the quantity of positive samples and the negative ones are equal,
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Table 12 Transfer learning model prediction performance

Train set Accuracy % Combined train set Scale separately Scale together

TrAdaBoost? No Yes No Yes

Intel 52

AMD4 90 ±10 Intel+AMD4 94 ±4.3 97 ±2.4 73 ±11.1 94 ±3.9

AMD6 90 ±11.8 Intel+AMD6 97 ±2.3 98 ±2.1 73 ±12.2 96 ±5.6

AMD8 96 ± 2.2 Intel+AMD8 97 ±1.6 97 ±1.9 81 ±1.6 97 ±1.6

AMD10 96 ±1.8 Intel+AMD10 97 ±1.6 97 ±1.6 87 ±6.5 97 ±2.2

and repeat this process for another nine times. Thus, ten groups of SVM models are generated
and the average prediction accuracy is reported.

Second, we combine a subset of the AMD data with all the Intel data together to create a
SVM model to examine the impact on the modeling performance if the training data originated
from a different domain is adopted. Note, in this setting the data from the source domain is
used directly with no modification other than the scaling methodology used. Lastly, transfer
learning is explored via an instance-based method. TrAdaBoost is employed to verify if such a
method can alleviate the negative influence by the different distribution of the source domain
training data and improve the model prediction accuracy (Dai et al. 2007) (pseudocode in
Algorithm 1, Sect. 2.4). When we apply TrAdaBoost towards the learning model, a toolbox
named libsvm-weights-3.17 is used rather than libsvm-3.12. Instead of only taking TLB
misses and PF as the inputs, an additional input of sample weights is fed into the model.

Table 12 shows the prediction accuracies of the different strategies with standard devi-
ations. If we train a model for the AMD machine using only the Intel data, we can only
achieve a 52 % prediction accuracy, suggesting that the model performance is almost as bad
as a random guess. As shown in the first two columns, if we only use the AMD data points
as the training samples for the AMD machine, the more data samples we have, the higher
accuracy we can achieve. Although, by using only 4 AMD data points, we could generate a
model with a 90 % prediction accuracy, the standard deviation is relatively high; the error
and variantion go down when the number of sample points increases to 8 or more.

The remaining columns in Table 12 show the results for the two scaling schemes with and
without transfer learning. After incorporating with all Intel data points, we observe that, if
we scale the source domain and the target domain separately, the distribution of the Intel i5
data and AMD data would be very similar to each other since we profile the same programs
on both machines. On the other hand, if we combine the Intel and AMD raw data together
and scale them as a whole set, the distribution of source domain and target domain data are
different because the number of the TLB entries are significantly different between the two
machines, which leads to different TLB miss distribution. This explains why the prediction
accuracies have a significant disparity between the two scaling schemes, where independent
scaling shows a higher accuracy.

With the help of the TrAdaBoost algorithm, we gain a slight improvement if the data
samples are scaled separately and an appreciable improvement if the data samples are scaled
together. In general, we can always obtain a model with a prediction accuracy over 95 %
using the transfer learning method. Moreover, we observe that, due to the randomness of
AMD training samples, some of the models demonstrate good performance others do not.
Without TrAdaBoost, the standard deviation is larger when using a small number of the AMD
sample points.
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Table 13 AMD SPEC2006 INT execution times using scale together scaling for models with lowest and
highest accuracy

Benchmark program HAP (s) SP (s) model w/o model w.

TrAdaBoost (s) TrAdaBoost (s)

M1worst M1best M2worst M2best

astar 832.0 798.0 812.6 804.6 804.6 798.0

bzip2 1,070.0 1,090.0 1,070.3 1,070.0 1,070.0 1,070.3

gcc 618.6 821.4 616.6 617.3 619.0 620.6

gobmk 651.0 650.2 651.0 650.3 650.6 650.6

hmmer 980.8 980.4 980.3 980.6 980.6 979.6

h264re f 1,142.0 1,142.0 1,142.0 1,142.0 1,142.0 1,142.0

libquantum 1,192.0 1,192.0 1,191.3 1,190.6 1,192.0 1,191.3

mcf 811.4 763.8 810.6 764.0 763.6 764.6

omnetpp 640.8 627.4 641.3 628.0 627.6 625.0

perlbench 523.0 531.6 523.3 523.0 523.3 523.3

s jeng 826.0 828.2 826.3 825.6 826.0 826.3

xalancbmk 532.0 524.0 533.3 527.3 524.6 524.0

Note that when using scaling together fashion, without TrAdaBoost, the model generated
from all Intel plus 8 AMD sample data has relatively lower standard deviation than the one
created from all Intel and 10 AMD data. We expect that the model should give higher accuracy
and lower standard deviation when more samples are added into the training set. There are
possible explanations to such phenomenon. Firstly, the expectation usually only holds on
the condition that training data and testing data are of same distribution. Moreover, because
of the randomness of training samples selection, we fortunately picked some points that are
located at the critical region near the optimal decision plane. For example, for some groups
of the I ntel + AMD10 training set, we picked omnetpp and xalancbmk, while the other
groups doesn’t contain such samples, but rather select data points from mcf or astar,
which are extremely high in TLB misses. Thus the latter ones do not contribute much to
model accuracy. Therefore some of models reaches as high as 98 % prediction accuracy but
some only stay around 80 %.Thus result in turbulence in the standard deviation value.

These results illustrate how the use of knowledge from the source domain (data samples)
may improve learning in the target domain. Use of TrAdaBoost generally improves the
learning performance over taking the source domain data directly. These results suggest that
transfer leaning is an applicable approach to learn a model for a new machine with a minimal
training cost for the the new machine.

In order to verify whether transfer learning help improve performance, we use the Intel
and 4 AMD samples as the training set and train two models, one is with TrAdaBoost and
the other is not. We embed them into XEN on the AMD machine and record the runtime of
each benchmark program. Note that in the previous experiment, for each setting, we created
10 groups and train 10 SVM models respectively. Thus, we pick the models with the highest
accuracy (Mbest) and the one with the lowest accuracy (Mworst) for each scaling method to
show the estimated runtime upper bound and lower bound.

From Table 13 and Fig. 11 we can see that, with the help of TrAdaBoost, we could
achieve the performance as good as using the model derived from all AMD sample points
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Fig. 11 AMD SPEC2006 INT normalized execution times using scale together scaling for models with lowest
and highest accuracy

when compared with the results in Table 11. Due to its small deviation, with TrAdaBoost,
even the model with the worst accuracy is comparable to the one with the best accuracy,
suggesting the effectiveness of transfer learning. The model trained from Intel and 4 AMD
data points without TrAdaBoost does not perform as well.

Thus, the runtime of most programs is similar to the HAP-only runtime. The only exception
is astar, where the TLB misses in certain phases are large enough to trigger a switch-to-SP
decision. Its runtime is in-between of the HAP-only and SP-only execution times. Although
without TraAdaBoost, the SVM model can achieve comparable performance in the best case,
the actual model performance is not stable and unpredictable due to large variation and the
poor performance demonstrated in the worst case.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we propose to learn a decision model for virtual machine paging mode switch-
ing. We conduct several experiments to test the performance of an SVM-based Adaptive
Switching mechanism. Whenever, there is a significant gap between HAP and SP, our Adap-
tive Switching mechanism can match the better one. Also, experiments suggest that using
this machine learning technique is competitive compared to the hand-tuned switching mech-
anism. Moreover, the manual model cannot adapt to a new architecture, where a new SVM
model may be trained.

The overall gains in execution time are not great for the SVM Adaptive Switching mecha-
nism, because there are few benchmark applications where the virtual memory management
mode exhibits great differences to be capitalized. However, this work demonstrates the over-
all feasibility of the use of machine learning methods in data center resource management
decisions. We plan to explore the use of machine learning methods to more complicated data
center tasks, that may involve additional software and hardware features to be collected.

For a large scale data center, it might be still impractical to train different models for
different hardware configurations in a timely-manner even though the training process is
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automated. We believe transfer learning will be a viable solution to allieviate the cost and
help transfer a model from one architecture to another architecture.
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